
Game Title: Works? Video By:
Synopsis
By: Manual? Notes, Important Information:

Galactic Pinball
Works....
Kind of.  ~Rx Gilles9999 Gilles9,999 Y

Galactic Pinball (J) / Sound doesn't work.  Set frame skip to 3 or it will play way too
slow.  Remapped so Rtrigger is right flipper and Ltrigger is left flipper.  These were
reversed by default.  ~Rx

http://www.megaupl
oad.com/?d=O4XF
NRP2

Jack Bros
Works....
Kind of.  ~Rx Gilles9,999 Gilles9,999 Y

Jack Bros. No Meiro de Hiho (J)  ~Rx / Gameplay seems fine with normal settings.
Sound is horrible though and keeps making loud "farting" noises.  Probably better to
turn the sound off.  This is actually one of the best performing roms on the system.
~Rx (10-31-08)

Mario Clash
Works....
Kind of.  ~Rx Gilles9,999 Gilles9,999 Y

Mario Clash (J)  ~Rx / No Sound.  Put frameskip to 3 or else it plays too slow.  Even
then it runs a little slow, but too much frameskipping and it's jagged play. ~Rx

Nester's Funky Bowling
Works... Kind
of.  ~Rx Gilles9,999 Gilles9,999 Y

No Japan Rom.  ~Rx / Turn off sound since it sounds like farts.  Plays at pretty good
speed then, even though there are some graphical glitches. ~Rx

Panic Bomber
Works....
Kind of.  ~Rx Gilles9,999 Gilles9,999 Y

Tobidase! Panibon ~Rx / You should probably turn the sound off or the frameskip up
to get it to play to speed.  A little slow, but works otherwise.  ~Rx

Teleroboxer
Works....
Kind of.  ~Rx Gilles9,999 Gilles9,999 Y

Teleroboxer (J) ~Rx / No sound.  A little slow.  You'd have to remap the controls too,
but since it didn't work perfect I didn't bother.  ~Rx

Vertical Force
Works....
Kind of.  ~Rx Gilles9,999 Gilles9,999 Y

Vertical Force (J) ~Rx / You'll want to turn off the music or put the framerate higher.
This is actually one of the best performing roms on the system.  ~Rx

Virtual Boy Wario Land
Works.  Kind
of.  ~Rx Gilles9,999 Gilles9,999 Y

Virtual Boy Wario Land:  Secret Treasure of the Amazon (J) ~Rx / No sound/music.
Youll want to turn the frame rate up too since it's pretty slow.  ~Rx

Virtual League Baseball
Works....
Kind of.  ~Rx Gilles9,999 Gilles9,999 Y

Virtual Pro Yakyu '95 (J) ~Rx / Pretty slow.  Turn off music or increase frameskip to
get to run reasonably.  Otherwise fine.  ~Rx

Waterworld
Works.  Kind
of.  ~Rx Gilles9,999 Gilles9,999 Y

No Japan game made.  ~Rx / Very slow.  Turn off horrible sound and turn up
frameskipping a bit to make it at least playable.  ~Rx

Insane Mouse Mansion
Works....
Kind of.  ~Rx Gilles9999 Gilles9,999 NONE

Plays pretty good.  Sound sucks like usual.  Can't figure out how to attack though.
~Rx

SD Gundam Dimension War
Works....
Kind of.  ~Rx Gilles9,999 Gilles9,999 NONE

(Japan/Unreleased)  [Recently Dumped!] Some text in English, other in Japan.
Playable and Works.  Up the frameskip or turn off music to get it to run faster.  You'll
want to remap so you can use the left and right joysticks for gameplay without
interfearance.  ~Rx

Space Invaders - Virtual
Collection

Works....
Kind of.  ~Rx Gilles9,999 Gilles9,999 NONE

(Japan/Unreleased)  [Recently Dumped!] Works.  Up the frameskip.  Turn off music
because it sounds horible.  Plays pretty well otherwise.

Space Squash
Works....
Kind of.  ~Rx Gilles9,999 Gilles9,999 NONE No US Rom.  ~Rx / No sound.  Plays slow.  ~Rx

V Tetris
Works....
Kind of.  ~Rx Gilles9,999 Gilles9,999 NONE

No US Rom.  ~Rx / Sounds like farting again at points, though it seems okay during
gameplay.  Plays a little slow.  ~Rx

Virtual Bowling
Can't Find.
~Rx Gilles9,999 Gilles9,999 NONE

(Japan/Unreleased)  [Recently Dumped!]  Plays fairly well with default settings.
Seems to be all in English to me.  ~Rx

BLOX
Works... Kind
of.  ~Rx Gilles9999 Gilles9,999 NONE Unlicensed / No sound.  Seems to play fine otherwise.  ~Rx

Etch A Sketch
Works....
Kind of. ~Rx Gilles9999 Gilles9,999 NONE Homebrew / Not much to it.  No sound if there even was any, but it works fine.  ~Rx

MATRIX Works.  ~Rx Gilles9999 Gilles9999 NONE
Just a Matrix Screensaver, but has the distinction of being the only damn thing that
works as designed on this emulator.  ~Rx

Simon
Works....
Kind of.  ~Rx Gilles9999 Gilles9999 NONE

Homebrew / No sound.  I would imagine that the rom must have had sound since
that's half of the game Simon.  ~Rx

3D Tetris
Doesn't
Work.  ~Rx Gilles9999 Gilles9999 Y

Polygo Block (J) ~Rx / Graphics bounce around on the playfield so much you really
don't know what you're doing.  Can't seem to figure out how to drop the blocks either
as they just float in air and you can only rotate them.  ~Rx

Golf
Doesn't
Work.  ~Rx Gilles9999 Gilles9999 Y

T&E Virtual Golf (J).  ~Rx / Starts off slow and then once you start the game it almost
immediately freezes the XBox.  ~Rx

Mario's Tennis
Doesn't
Work.  ~Rx Gilles9999 Gilles9999 Y Mario Tennis (J) ~Rx / Can't see ball at all.  ~Rx

Red Alarm
Doesn't
Work.  ~Rx Gilles9999 Gilles9999 Y

Red Alarm Virtual 3D Shooting Game (J) ~Rx / Will give you a seizure.  Flashes non-
stop and plays very slow.  ~Rx

Tic Tac Toe
Doesn't
Work.  ~Rx Gilles9999 Gilles9999 NONE Homebrew / Don't know if it's finished.  It freezes after the title screen.  ~Rx

Virtual Lab
Doesn't
Work.  ~Rx Gilles9999 Gilles9999 NONE

(Japan/Unreleased)  [Recently Dumped!] / Freezes after Virtual Boy Screen.  ~Rx /
From Wikipedia:  Due to rushed production, the game is very incomplete. Each level
gives a password after completion, yet the menu lacks a screen to input them,
rendering the passwords completely useless. Nintendo is also incorrectly spelled
twice, both on the game cartridge and the game box. The game speeds range from
"Low" to "Mid" to "Hi", but "Mid" is the fastest.  ~Rx

Virtual Pong
Doesn't
Work.  ~Rx Gilles9999 Gilles9999 NONE Plays at a blazing fast speed.  ~Rx

Bound High Unreleased Gilles9999 Gilles9999 NONE

Doesn't look like we're likely to see this one.  Per Wikipedia: Once Bound High was
completed, Nintendo did not wish to waste resources marketing another game to a

dying system and the game was scrapped. By the time the game was cancelled, the
development of the game, the manual design, and a number of packages for the North
American market had all been completed. The created games were all destroyed; the
only known fully working prototype to exist is owned by Nintendo. Because Nintendo

bought the license during development, Japan System Supply still got plenty of money
from making the game and helped them establish a good connection with Nintendo.
Bound High eventually received a follow-up game for the Game Boy titled Chalvo 55

that was only released in Japan. The game was similar to Bound High in its gameplay
but Hideyuki Nakanishi had no part in its development.

Faceball 2000 (Homebrew)
Can't Find.
~Rx None needed None needed NONE Prototype / Probably didn't work anyways.  ~Rx

Mario VB (Homebrew)
Can't Find.
~Rx None needed None needed NONE Unlicensed / Probably didn't work anyways.  ~Rx

Silent Hill:  Devil's Lyric
(Homebrew)

Can't Find.
~Rx None needed None needed NONE Unlicensed / Probably didn't work anyways.  ~Rx

Snowball Wars (Homebrew)
Can't Find.
~Rx None needed None needed NONE Unlicensed / Probably didn't work anyways.  ~Rx

Virtual Fishing (Japan)
Text Heavy.
~Rx None needed None needed NONE Even if it was 100%, not worth playing since you can't read it.  ~Rx

Innsmouth no Yakata (Japan) Clone.  ~Rx None needed None needed NONE
Mansion of Innsmouth in the US (Cancelled).  ~Rx / Same as Insane Mouse Mansion.
~Rx

T&E Virtual Golf (Japan) Clone.  ~Rx None needed None needed NONE Golf (US)  / Same as US rom.  Doesn't work.  Can't read it anyways.  ~Rx
Virtual Pro Yakyuu 95 (Japan) Clone.  ~Rx None needed None needed NONE Virtual League Baseball (US) / Suffers from same problems as US rom.  ~Rx

US GAMES (Kinda-Sorta Work) [*Artwork/Synopsis Complete*] [*10 Videos COMPLETE!*]
All of these roms tested were the [!] type, and that means that they are the GOOD roms.  The only reason these are failing is because the emulator is old or the XBox
limitations.  Hopefully somebody will update this emu in the future since none of the games actually work close to perfect. / May as well turn off fast forward because it
doesn't make anything faster, only choppier. ~Rx

FOREIGN GAMES [*Artwork/Synopsis Complete*] [*6 Videos COMPLETE!*]

HOMEBREW - UNLICENSED - PROTOTYPES [*Artwork/Synopsis Complete*] [*4 Videos COMPLETE!*]

NON-WORKING GAMES [*Artwork/Synopsis COMPLETE*] [*7 Videos COMPLETE!*]

UNRELEASED [*1 Video COMPLETE!*] [*No Artwork Possible*]

NON-WORKING (JAPAN) [*No Video Needed*] [*No Artwork Needed*]

OLD STUFF:

Artwork (FINAL): http://www.megaupload.com/?d=PBRXIVF0 (11-05-08)
Videos:  http://www.megaupload.com/?d=W6TCY25A (11-05-08)
Manuals: http://www.megaupload.com/?d=ZXJAHOJ8 (10-18-08)
Datfiles (FINAL) [Torrent-Zipped!]: http://www.megaupload.com/?d=DIHQAWHN
Artwork (OLD): http://www.megaupload.com/?d=CG5OOE0S (10-23-08)
Datfiles (OLD): http://www.megaupload.com/?d=7OVFM92I (10-23-08)

http://www.megaupload.com/?d=O4XFNRP2
http://www.megaupload.com/?d=O4XFNRP2
http://www.megaupload.com/?d=O4XFNRP2

